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A combination of periodic Hartree–Fock theory, quasiharmonic lattice dynamics, and molecular
dynamics is used to study the behavior of MgF2 at elevated temperatures and/or high pressures.
Particular attention is paid to the pressure-induced transition from the rutile to the fluorite structure
in view of earlier theoretical estimates of the transition pressure, which differ widely. It is shown
that previously reported potentials obtained by fitting to empirical data fail to reproduce
thermodynamic properties. To rectify this, a new set of consistent two-body potentials has been
derived fromab initio periodic Hartree–Fock calculations. Lattice dynamics calculations in the
quasiharmonic approximation based on these potentials has been used to study the two phases of
MgF2 at highT andP. The resulting transition pressure and that obtaineddirectly from Hartree–
Fock calculations in the static limit are both<30 GPa, which is close to the experimental value but
appreciably lower than a previous molecular dynamics value of over 130 GPa. The variation of
quantities such as (]P/]T)V which play a central role in the formulation of approximate equations
of state is also considered. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51035-X#
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INTRODUCTION

It is now widely accepted that computational techniqu
provide an attractive approach for investigating the beha
of solids at high pressure and temperature. This is an im
tant aspect of condensed matter chemical physics in a
ranging from the modeling of explosives to geophysics.
number of studies have been reported of the B1–B2 tra
tion in the alkali halides and alkaline-earth oxides,1–4 with
rather less attention paid to tetragonal and other nonc
systems, which often represent a step forward in the stud
crystal complexity. In particular, the rutile–fluorite transitio
in MgF2 has been studied by Nga and Ong5 using molecular
dynamics techniques and an empirical Born–Mayer poten
fitted by Cattiet al. to the lattice parameters and elastic co
stants of the rutile phase.6 Although there was some indica
tion that this interionic potential might not lead to a stab
fluorite structure, the molecular dynamics results6 gave the
rutile phase as stable up to pressures of about 85 GPa
lowed by an intermediate phase of ill-defined structure, w
the fluorite phase becoming established at about 135 G
This is over four times the experimental value7 of about 30
GPa and approximately three times an earlier theoret
estimate.8 In an attempt to clarify this situation, Allanet al.9

recalculated the transition pressure using both lattice sta
and quasiharmonic lattice dynamics based on the Catti
tential, and also fromab initio periodic Hartree–Fock calcu

a!Permanent address: Universidad de Buenos Aires, Facultad de Cie
Exactas y Naturales, Departamento de Quı´mica Inorgánica, Analı́tica y
Quı́mica Fı́sica, Pabello´n 2, Ciudad Universitaria, 1428 Buenos Aires, A
gentina.
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lations in the static limit atP50. Estimates of the transition
pressure from static calculations usingPt'2(DE/DV)P50

gavePt'25 GPa for both the Catti potential and electron
structure calculations. Extrapolation of the lattice dynam
results led to a value ofPt in the range 30–40 GPa. How
ever, above;23 GPa, imaginary frequencies at certa
q-vectors were found for the rutile structure, indicating t
lattice was unstable; no such instability was detected for
fluorite structure at these pressures. The discrepancies
tween the results from lattice dynamics and from molecu
dynamics simulations were surprising, because previ
simulations10,11 of MgO and Li2O over a very wide range o
pressure and/or temperature indicated a remarkable degr
agreement between the two approaches.

Further~unpublished! calculations by the present autho
with the Catti potential, using finer grids of vectors in th
Brillouin zones of the two phases than those previou
employed,9 have revealed imaginary frequencies not only
the rutile structure but also for the fluorite structure at
pressures up to at least 50 GPa, thus confirming Nga
Ong’s earlier suggestion.5 This not only prohibits lattice dy-
namical calculations, but also implies that both structures
unstable. The Catti potential does indeed predict a minim
in the static energy with respect to changes of lattice par
eter ~so-called ‘‘mechanical’’ stability! for the rutile and
fluorite structures, but the instability now revealed with r
spect to more general displacements renders the use o
Catti potential invalid, not only for calculations at nonze
temperature, but even in the static limit itself.

The failure of the Catti potential necessitates the gene
tion of an alternative for high temperature studies, since e

ias
4337)/4337/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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4338 Barrera et al.: Ionic solids at high temperatures and pressures
tronic structure methods cannot easily be used directly o
than in the static limit. Accordingly, in this paper we prese
a new set of potentials derived fromab initio periodic
Hartree–Fock calculations.12,13 Our approach is similar to
that used for Li2O ~Ref. 11!, for which dynamically stable
structures up to the fast-ion transition temperature were
tained. As before,11 these new potentials are entirely theor
ical, with no empirical input, and have been constructed
sampling parts of the~Hartree–Fock! energy hypersurface
that are relevant to high temperatures and pressures. T
appear to lead to dynamically stable rutile and fluorite str
tures, and hence can be used to investigate the properti
MgF2 at high pressures and temperatures. We use them
the greater computational resources now available to us,
to resolve the apparent discrepancy between transition p
sures obtained from lattice dynamics and molecular dyn
ics, and then to examine other temperature and pressure
pendent properties in some detail. In the calculation
minimum ~Gibbs! free energy structures we also report, f
the first time, a comparison of results obtained from analy
derivatives of the dynamical matrix14 with those obtained
from numerical derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy1,2

and show them to be identical. Further, we examine critica
the effect on the results of employing the zero static inter
stress approximation~ZSISA!,15 a widely used approxima
tion in which the total free energy is minimized only wit
respect to external strains~lattice parameters!, while internal
strains are determined by minimizing simultaneously o
the static contribution. Finally, we consider briefly the var
tion with T andP of some thermodynamic quantities of im
portance to approximations used in geophysics and ex
sives modeling.

TECHNIQUES

Hartree–Fock calculations

The all-electronab initio LCAO Hartree–Fock method
for periodic systems and its computational implementation
the CRYSTAL 92 code have been described in det
previously.12,13 The calculations reported here use extend
Gaussian basis sets for MgF2 derived previously by Catt
et al.6 The numerical values of the tolerance parameters
volved in the evaluation of the infinite bielectronic Coulom
and exchange series were identical to those in a re
study,16 and chosen, as previously, to ensure high numer
accuracy. A detailed account of the effect of these toleran
has been given elsewhere.17 Since our study required th
comparison of energies for very different crystal configu
tions and structures, very high accuracy was necessary,
so all bielectronic integrals were calculated explicitly. T
reciprocal space integration utilized the Monkhorst–Pa
sampling scheme18 with a shrinking factor of 8~i.e., 144
points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone for rutile
and 29 for fluorite!. The self-consistent-field~SCF! conver-
gence criterion was taken to be changes in the total energ
less than 1028 Hartree.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
er
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Lattice statics and quasiharmonic lattice dynamics

To calculate free energies we have used the quasi
monic approximation, and assumed the Helmholtz free
ergy of a crystal,A, at a temperature,T, can be written as
the sum of static and vibrational contributions

A5Fstat1Avib , ~1!

whereFstat is the potential energy of the static lattice an
Avib the vibrational contribution given by the Born expre
sion:

Avib5(
q, j

$ 1
2hn j~q!1kT ln@12exp~2hn j~q!/kT!#%,

~2!

where then j (q) are the normal mode frequencies for wa
vectorq andk is Boltzmann’s constant. Then j (q) are evalu-
ated from the dynamical matrix in the usual way, and so
explicit functions of the crystallographic parameters, but n
of the temperatureT. We sum over uniform grids of
q-vectors,19 using successively finer grids until convergen
is achieved.

For the fluorite structure there is only one independ
parametera giving the size of the cubic unit cell. For th
rutile structure20 there are three parameters:a andc give the
dimensions of the tetragonal cell, but a further ‘‘interna
parameter,u, is needed to determine the positions of t
fluoride ions. For such a crystal, it is simplest to treat t
internal strain as a thermodynamic variable on the same f
ing as macroscopic strain.14,21,22Thus the equilibrium struc-
ture at applied pressureP can be found by minimizing the
Gibbs energy (A1PV) simultaneously with respect toa, c,
and u. To achieve this, we have used a standard conjug
gradients technique.23 For this it is necessary to calculate th
strain derivatives ofG, which are evaluated using analyt
derivatives of the dynamical matrix in first-order perturb
tion theory.24 Results obtained in this way are in excelle
agreement with derivatives obtained numerically using fin
increments of 1025 in the strains.

Molecular dynamics

To check the quasiharmonic approximation we have c
ried out molecular dynamics simulations at constant press
and temperature based on an extended system as describ
Ref. 25. The same interionic potentials were used as for
lattice dynamics calculations. The initial configuration f
each phase was generated by arranging~i! 192 Mg and 384 F
ions in a box of sides 434.52, 434.52, and 633.09 Å
~rutile!; ~ii ! 256 Mg and 512 F ions in a cubic box of sid

TABLE I. The potential parameter set for MgF2 derived in this work. For
each pairwise interactionV(r )5A exp(2r/r)2Cr26, with a cut-off of 8 Å.
The charge on Mg is 1.808e.

Interaction A/eV r/Å C/eV Å6

Mg21/F2 5971.77 0.212 726 8.959 64
F2/F2 224 00.8 0.191 711 224.8042
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4339Barrera et al.: Ionic solids at high temperatures and pressures
length 434.95 Å ~fluorite!. Constant NVE runs of 10 ps
gave initial configurations. This configuration was used
the starting point for equilibration runs of 10 ps, followed b
production runs of 10 ps at constant NPT for each press
and temperature considered. The temperature and pre
were kept constant by using an extended system with t
mostat and barostat relaxation times of 1 and 0.5 ps, res
tively. The reliability of the results was checked by selec
further runs with simulation times longer than 10 ps.

RESULTS

Potentials

The approach we have used to derive~pair! potentials
directly from Hartree–Fock energies differs somewhat fr
that employed previously11 for Li2O; all the potential param
eters were fitted simultaneously to the energies of a se
different configurations instead of displacing each sublat
relative to the other and fitting each potential in turn. En
gies were calculated solely for the rutile phase, as follows~i!
the lattice parametera was varied from 4.1 to 5.1 in steps o
0.1 Å, keepingc and the internal degree of freedomu con-
stant at their equilibrium values atP50, c0 andu0 ; ~ii ! next,

FIG. 1. A comparison of~a! Mg–F ~b! F–F potentials for MgF2. The arrows
denote the closest Mg–F and F–F separations at 300 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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the lattice parameterc was varied from 2.5 to 3.7 in steps o
0.1 Å, keepinga5a0 and u5u0 ; ~iii ! last, u varied from
0.25 to 0.35 in steps of 0.01, keepinga5a0 andc5c0 . The
short-range interionic potentials fitted simultaneously to
these energies were assumed to be of the Buckingham f
giving total pair potentials

ZaZb /r 1Vab~r !5ZaZb /r 1Aab exp~2r /rab!

2Cabr
26. ~3!

Here a and b refer to the ion type andr is the interionic
distance.ZMg andZF were put equal to the Mulliken charge
of 1.808 and20.904e, respectively, for the Hartree–Foc
optimized rutile phase atP50. For simplicity, the Mg–Mg
interaction was assumed to be purely Coulombic. The
maining parameters were then obtained by fittingVMgF and
VFF simultaneously with a cut-off of 8 Å for both. The final
potential parameters are listed in Table I.

It is instructive to compare our fitted potentials wi
some other recent sets in the literature. In Fig. 1 we plot
non-Coulombic contributions to the Mg–F and F–F pote
tials derived in this work and those developed by empiri
fitting by Cormacket al.,26 and by Kim and Choo.27 There
are large differences between the various potentials, part
larly at the nearest neighbor Mg–F ('2.0 Å) and F–F dis-
tances ('2.5 Å). In particular, the Mg–F potential due t
Cormacket al.26 is more repulsive than the others and th
F–F potential less so. The Coulombic contributions to
potentials are also very different; Ref. 26 assumes full io
icity while Ref. 27 assigns a charge of only 1.56e to Mg.

Transition pressure

We now present results for a range of properties wh
are traditionally difficult to calculate accurately. We sta
with the static equilibrium structure of MgF2 at high pres-
sure. Figure 2 shows the variation ofG with P for both
phases in this limit~in which G5H5Fstat1PV!, calculated
directly using theCRYSTAL 92 code.13 For the fluorite phase

FIG. 2. Gibbs energy~kJ mol21! vs pressure~GPa! for the rutile and fluorite
phases of MgF2 calculated in the static limit using periodic Hartree–Fo
calculations and the basis set listed in Ref. 6.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4340 Barrera et al.: Ionic solids at high temperatures and pressures
the electronic energyFstat was determined for a range o
volumes and the corresponding pressure fr
2(dFstat/dV), evaluated numerically. For the rutile phas
for a given volume, the structure was found by minimizi
the electronic energy with respect to the ratio of the latt
parametersa andc and to the internal coordinateu, and the
pressure determined as for the fluorite phase. In the s
limit the Hartree–Fock transition pressure is found to be
GPa, in good agreement with the experimental value.7 A
corresponding periodic Hartree–Fock study of the B1–
transition in NaCl by Apra` et al.3 suggests that the inclusio
of electron correlation effects, at least applieda posteriori, is
unlikely to change this value by more than a few percent
contrast, the transition pressure estimated from zero pres
data, i.e., fromPt'2(DE/DV)P50 , is only 23 GPa, too
low by '25%.

To estimate the temperature dependence of the trans
pressure, we have used lattice dynamics in the quasi
monic approximation. For this purpose we can use our n
two-body potentials because, unlike those of Cattiet al., they
give no imaginary frequencies for either crystal structu
over the relevant range of geometrical configurations. W
these potentials we obtain a transition pressure in the s
limit of '12 GPa, of the same order of magnitude but co
siderably lower than the 30 GPa given by the direct comp
son of Hartree–Fock energies for the two structures. T
two-body potentials are, of course, unable to reproduce
actly the Hartree–Fock energies, and the transition pres
is sensitive to small changes in the energy becauseDG re-
mains small over a large range of pressures.

Figure 3 shows the total Gibbs free energy as a func
of pressure~GPa! for the rutile and fluorite phases of MgF2

at 300 K, calculated using quasiharmonic lattice dynam
with the new potential. The model still givesPt'12 GPa;
the vibrational effects onPt , which can be calculated eithe
directly, or from dPt /dT5DS/DV, are negligible
(udPt /dTu<0.001 GPa K21). Furthermore, the inclusion o
a shell model for F2, with an associated polarizability o
1.07 Å3, also made little difference toPt . The value ofPt

'12 GPa may be compared with those of'8 and '20
GPa obtained using the empirical sets of pair potentials
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
,
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ported in Refs. 26 and 27, respectively~plotted in Fig. 1!,
showing that in this respect they perform as well as the n
potential.

Taken as a whole, the results of all these calculatio
suggest a transition to the fluorite structures in the ra
10–30 GPa, which is over 100 GPa less than that sugge
by Nga and Ong.5 Thus we find no evidence from any of th
different types of calculations presented here that the th
modynamic transition pressure, at any temperature, betw
the rutile and fluorite phases of MgF2, is much in excess of
the apparent experimental value7 of '30 GPa. It might well
be that the molecular dynamics result arises from an act
tion barrier to the transition, similar to that observed in t
B1–B2 transition for the alkali halides.4 Calculations inves-
tigating the kinetics and mechanism of the transition are c
rently in progress.

Thermal expansion

We now consider in more detail selected thermodynam
properties of the two phases, considering first the lattice

FIG. 3. Gibbs energy~kJ mol21! at 300 K vs pressure~GPa! for the rutile
and fluorite phases of MgF2 calculated using lattice statics and dynamics a
the potential derived in this work listed in Table I. A grid of 27q-points was
used.
potentials
TABLE II. Hartree–Fock optimized geometries for the rutile and fluorite phases of MgF2 obtained using the basis set tabulated in Ref. 6.u refers to the
internal degree of freedom, such that in the asymmetric unit there is a fluorine ion at (u,u,0) ~fractional coordinates!. The experimental geometry at 300 K
is also given~Ref. 35!. For the rutile phase we also give the values predicted at 300 K and zero pressure by quasiharmonic lattice dynamics and the
obtained in this work. For details of the ZSISA and CISPA approximations see the text.

Parameter Hartree–Fock
Experiment

~300 K!

Lattice
dynamics
~300 K!

Lattice
dynamics1

ZSISA ~300 K!

Lattice
dynamics1

CISPA ~300 K!

Molecular
dynamics
~300 K!

Rutile

a/Å 4.637 4.628 4.615 4.615 4.615 4.611
c/Å 3.087 3.045 3.135 3.136 3.135 3.131
u 0.3032 0.3030 0.305 0.306 0.306

Fluorite

a/Å 4.931 4.940
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4341Barrera et al.: Ionic solids at high temperatures and pressures
rameters and thermal expansion of the rutile phase of M2
at zero pressure. It is well-known that the Hartree–Fo
method generally overestimates lattice parameters,12,13 and
for MgF2 the Hartree–Fock lattice parametersa and c are
slightly larger than experiment28 ~Table II!. Figures 4~a! and
4~b! show the same is true of the values predicted using
new potential obtained by fitting to the Hartree–Fock en
gies. However, the variation withT of the lattice parameter

FIG. 4. Calculated variation ofa, c, andu with temperature for the rutile
phase of MgF2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
k

e
-

a and c, calculated from both lattice dynamics~LD! and
molecular dynamics~MD!, is very close to experiment@as
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, surprisingly even at tempera
tures quite close to the melting point~1520 K!. At low tem-
peratures the MD values fora andc are lower than the LD
values because only the latter takes account of quantum
fects ~zero-point vibration! which expand the lattice by a
small amount; but the effect of zero-point energy is mu
less important for MgF2 ~estimated dilations atT50 are
da50.017 anddc50.014 Å! than for the lighter Li2O con-
sidered previously.11 At high temperatures the MD result
serve as a check of the validity of the quasiharmonic
proximation. The LD results show a characteristic dive
gence of slope from the MD results forT>1300 K, indicat-
ing that this approximation is beginning to break down.

The variation with temperature of the volumetric therm
expansion coefficientb (5(]V/]T)P /V) is shown in Fig. 5,
where LD results obtained using various two-body potent
are compared. Using the potential derived in this wo
agreement between experiment28 and quasiharmonic lattice

FIG. 5. Calculated and experimental thermal expansion of the rutile ph
of MgF2.

FIG. 6. bKT(MPa K21) vs T(K) for the rutile phase of MgF2 at zero pres-
sure.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4342 Barrera et al.: Ionic solids at high temperatures and pressures
dynamics is excellent. The rapid increase in the expans
coefficient forT>1300 K predicted by the lattice dynamic
again reflects the failure of the quasiharmonic approxima
at these high temperatures. Figure 5 also shows that
newly derived potentials perform better here than those fr
Refs. 26 and 27.

Last, in this section we comment on a common appro
mation used in lattice dynamics at elevated temperatu
namely, the zero static internal stress approximat
~ZSISA!.15 In determinations of equilibrium structures abo
0 K, this approximation can reduce the computational eff
considerably. The free energy at each temperature is m
mized with respect to external strains only, simultaneou
determining the internal strains by minimizing thestatic lat-
tice energy, requiring

S ]G

]a D
c,u

5S ]G

]c D
a,u

5S ]Fstat

]u D
a,c

50,

instead of minimizing the total free energyG with respect to
bothexternaland internal strains. Although this may give a
incorrect internal strain, it gives to first order the corre
external strain at each temperature. An even cheaper
proximation is CISPA~constant internal strain parameter a
proximation!, which fixes the internal strains at those calc
lated in the static limit; with our choice ofu as internal strain
coordinate, CISPA thus requires that the fractional coo
nates of the basis atoms do not vary with temperature.

For MgF2 the use of either of these two approximatio
makes little difference to any of the properties calculated
this paper, as is clear from the values listed in Table II a
the relevant curves in Figs. 4 and 5. For example, a
minimization gives values of 4.614 97, 3.135 03, a
0.305 69 Å fora, c, andu, respectively, for the rutile phas
at 300 K; the corresponding results from ZSISA are 4.614
Å, 3.135 76 Å, and 0.305 99 and CISPA 4.614 99
3.134 77 Å, and 0.305 60. CISPA assumesu is not a func-
tion of temperature; ZSISA predicts an increase inu with
temperature, while a full minimization indicates an increa
at low temperatures followed by a decrease at higher t

FIG. 7. bKT(MPa K21) vs P(GPa) for the rutile and fluorite phases o
MgF2 at 500 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
n
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peratures~Fig. 4c!. Nevertheless these changes are v
small. For the temperature variation of the lattice parame
a andc, and hence thermodynamic properties, CISPA h
pens, for MgF2, to give values closer to those from the com
plete minimization than ZSISA itself. This is because t
fully minimized u goes through a maximum over the ran
of temperatures considered and hence varies very little
that a constant value as assumed by CISPA turns out to
good approximation.

Approximate models

We conclude our study by examining the temperat
and pressure dependence of some quantities of importan
approximations used, for instance, in geophysics. For
ample, it is often assumed that the partial derivat
(]P/]T)V , which is equal tobKT , the product ofb and the
isothermal bulk modulusKT , is effectively independent ofT
at and above the debye temperatureQ, i.e., that the ‘‘thermal
pressure’’ varies linearly withT. The agreement of ou
model with experiment both forb ~Fig. 5! and for the bulk
modulus at 300 K~107.5 compared with the measured29

106.2 GPa! encourages its use at temperatures and press
where experimental data are not available. Accordingly, F
6 shows thatbKT for the rutile phase of MgF2 rises only
slowly with temperature forT>Q, as calculated for the B1
and B2 oxides and halides considered previously.1,2

It is also often assumed thatbKT is independent of vol-
ume at high pressures, although Anderson30 has pointed out
that for some solids it decreases with pressure. For the
phases of MgF2, Fig. 7 shows a small decrease inbKT with
increasing pressure. This effect is similar to that noted
MgO over a similar compression range.30 More dramatically,
bKT is more than doubled at the transition from the rutile
the fluorite phase. These results call into question the unc
cal use of common assumptions used in formulating appr
mate equations of state. We note also that at the phase
sition the bulk modulus of the fluorite phase~'165 GPa at
500 K! is larger than that of the rutile phase~'152 GPa at
500 K!, consistent with our earlier work on the B1–B2 tra

FIG. 8. Calculated variation of the thermal expansion coefficientb with
pressure for the rutile and fluorite phases of MgF2 at 500 K.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4343Barrera et al.: Ionic solids at high temperatures and pressures
sition, but contrary to the suggestion by Heinz and Jeanlo31

of a marked decrease inKT at such a phase transition.
Another quantity widely used in geophysical approxim

tions is the isothermal Anderson–Gru¨neisen function,dT ,
given by

dT52~] ln KT /] ln V!P52~] ln b/] ln V!T .

We find that for the rutile phase over its entire press
range,b is approximately proportional toVt at 300 K, where
t'7, thus givingdT a constant value of 7. In contrast, for th
fluorite phasedT decreases with pressure from'5.7 at the
transition to'4.7 at 80 GPa, still higher than the value
dT'3 deduced by Anderson32 from seismic data for the
lower mantle, but in agreement with the observation of O.
Anderson thatdT decreases at high pressures. For comp
son, the corresponding theoretical2 and experimental33 value
for MgO is t'6. For MgF2 the calculated value ofb is larger
in the fluorite phase than in the rutile phase. At 500 K,b
increases by over a factor of 2 at the phase transition. C
sequently, because of the phase change, there is no ma
decrease ofb with pressure for MgF2 ~Fig. 8! ~cf. MgO,
where there is no phase transition over the range of press
considered here!. The implications of large values ofdT for
minerals have been discussed, for example, by Chopelas
Boehler.34

DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented a range of compu
thermodynamic properties of MgF2 based on four distinc
procedures, namely, lattice statics, lattice dynamics, mole
lar dynamics, andab initio electronic structure calculations
Of these, theab initio periodic Hartree–Fock method fo
electronic structures has proved particularly versatile, in t
it has provided both a simple estimate of the rutile to fluor
transition pressure in the static limit~which is apparently
close to the experimental value! and also a straightforward
practical route to the calculation of interionic pair potentia
which can be used in atomistic simulation studies. In stud
of this type, the transition pressure and thermal expans
coefficient are highly sensitive to the potentials used, and
the four sets examined in this study, only those derived fr
Hartree–Fock calculations give values for both the transit
pressure and the thermal expansion in reasonable agree
with experiment. It is evident from the results that compu
tions involving lattice dynamics put considerably more d
mands on the reliability of interionic potentials than do sta
calculations, and here there would appear to be a need
representations of interionic interactions beyond pair pot
tials, even for systems as ionic and as relatively simple
MgF2.

A further feature of the results presented here is the g
agreement up to about 80% of the melting point betwe
lattice dynamics and molecular dynamics calculations ba
on identical potentials for properties such as the thermal
pansion. This confirms that quasiharmonic lattice dynam
which has suffered some neglect in recent years, can
useful technique for studying systems even at elevated t
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
-
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peratures, particularly bearing in mind that molecular d
namics simulations can be orders of magnitude more exp
sive. Reasons for the utility of lattice dynamics are that
results are often simpler to interpret than those from mole
lar dynamics simulations and that high precision is read
achieved; that quasiharmonic lattice dynamics is particula
useful at low temperatures where molecular dynamics sim
lations fail below the classical region; that, as observ
previously,10 lattice dynamics can also be remarkably robu
at elevated temperatures; and that it provides an extrem
sensitive test for interatomic potentials, such as those u
originally by Nga and Ong,5 in a way that would be very
difficult for molecular dynamics.

To sum up, this study has led to a consistent picture
the rutile–fluorite transition pressure in MgF2; the ab initio
calculations and lattice dynamics predict a thermodyna
transition under pressure between the rutile and fluo
phases within the range 12–30 GPa, which is consistent w
the reported experimental value7 but much lower than a pre
vious molecular dynamics estimate of over 130 GPa. F
thermore, the change in transition pressure with tempera
is predicted to be very small indeed. We have also deri
thermal expansion coefficients in good agreement with
periment, and derived other thermodynamic quantities s
as (]P/]T)V which are crucial to approximate equations
state. In conclusion, we believe that the simple approach
the treatment of ionic solids at elevated temperatures
pressures presented here has proved sufficiently robus
justify its wider use, and in particular its extension to mo
complex systems.
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